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park.” With so much
happening on the
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a bit apprehensive about
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retreat happening here.
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friend’s thoughts about
holding a retreat here I
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the sixth album by the Japanese rock band Free for All. It was
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org.matheclipse.core.interfaces.IExpr; import
org.matheclipse.core.interfaces.ISolver; /** * Generated by
org.matheclipse.core.trumbow */ public interface IGroups

implements ISolver { public IAST GMMA(IAST ast); } LauraGail
Online In-person Hello! My name is Laura, and I am a teacher
based out of Montreal, Quebec. I am a very experienced tutor,
although I prefer to work in a one-on-one setting. I have taught

mostly in Quebec, but am open to teach in other parts of
Canada. I have tutored students of all ages, including high
school students as well as elementary and middle school

students. I love children and have been teaching at the junior-
high, high school and elementary levels for over a decade now.
I am very flexible when it comes to teaching my lessons. I am

excited to chat with you about what you want to get out of your
lessons and how you would like to see things develop. My
record is that of a very good teacher, and your success is
something I am very proud of! I love what I do and I am

dedicated to it. My workshop is 100% online. Just like you, all
my students have the opportunity to
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